
 

 Upcoming webinars 
November-December 2021  

 

 

The events mentioned below are open to all national associations and their members. 

Note: Registering for events on WFA’s website will require your members to login or create an account. 

For questions or more information, please contact Laura Baeyens. 

 

 

November 30, Tuesday 

 

 

December 1, Wednesday 

 

 

December 7, Tuesday 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Planet Pledge Spotlight: COP26 
 

In November 2021, world and business leaders alike gathered in Glasgow for COP26. The most important climate 

summit since 2015, when the world met in Paris to chart a new, more ambitious course to prevent catastrophic 

climate change. 

 

Join WFA CEO Stephan Loerke and Project 17’s Gail Gallie in this 45-minute webinar with Q&A to hear about the 

main outtakes from COP26, what they mean for brand owners, and what you can do as a marketing leader, to make 

this truly a decisive decade of action. 
 

8:30am New York | 1:30pm London | Other time zones 

REGISTER HERE *open to ALL your members 

Fireside chat: Paying attention to the Long and Short 
 

Industry luminary Peter Field (Peter Field Consulting) is well-known for drawing attention to the fact that digital 

has prompted a rise in short-term ad campaign planning. He will be joined by renowned academic, Karen Nelson-

Field (CEO of Amplified Intelligence and former Senior Researcher, Ehrenberg Bass Institute). Her recent work 

on attention is revolutionising the way we value digital impressions and judge effectiveness. 

 

In this fireside chat moderated by Gerry D’Angelo (VP Global Media, P&G), we will discuss the state of our industry, 

with a general decline in ad effectiveness and a fraught climate for measurement as the backdrop. 
 

9am London | 5pm Singapore | Other time zones 

REGISTER HERE * open to your advertiser/client-side members 

Global Production - 2021 and beyond 
 

Join WFA and Anil Noorani, Managing Partner of TKM Consultants, as we share and discuss findings from our 

recent joint study on Global Production, specifically deep diving into the models that clients are considering or have 

actively deployed to effectively manage their content production investments. 

 

Find answers to the most burning questions in relation to global production covering some of the most talked about 

topics in the industry today, from evolving agency models and the in-house/offshore dynamic to the most common 

DE&I initiatives and eco-friendly practices. 
 

9am New York | 2pm London | Other time zones 

REGISTER HERE *open to your advertiser/client-side members 

mailto:l.baeyens@wfanet.org
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Spotlight&iso=20211130T1330&p1=136&ah=1
https://wfanet.org/events/item/3559/planet-pledge-spotlight-cop26
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Fireside+Chat&iso=20211201T09&p1=136&ah=1
https://wfanet.org/events/item/3553/fireside-chat-paying-attention-to-the-long-and-short-a-dialogue-with-peter-field-and-karen-nelson-field
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Spotlight%3A+Global+Production%3A+2021+and+beyond+&iso=20211207T14&p1=136&ah=1
https://wfanet.org/events/item/3550/spotlight-global-production-2021-and-beyond


 

 Upcoming webinars 
November-December 2021  

 

December 9, Thursday 

 
 

Missed a webinar? Recordings of previous webinars in 2021 can be found here. 

 

 

Launch event: Diversity and Inclusion in Marketing Trends Report 
 

Join us for the launch session of the WFA trends report highlighting the current state of diversity and inclusion in the 

marketing industry. 

 

Building on insights from 10,000 in-depth interviews with advertising and marketing professionals in 27 markets, the 

new report reveals the scale of the diversity challenge facing the profession. 

 

In this session in partnership with agency associations, VoxComm and EACA: 

• Find out more about this industry-first global survey on the state of DEI in the industry; 

• Hear what different people’s perception of diversity and inclusion in the workplace is; 

• Learn about the most commonly reported forms of discrimination across the industry; and 

• Get actionable insights on how organisations can become more diverse and inclusive. 

 

WFA and research partner Kantar will present the results, while our panel will discuss what actions the industry 

needs to take now. Confirmed speakers include: 

• Belinda Smith, WFA Global Diversity Ambassador and CEO m/SIX Americas; 

• Putri Realita, Head of Inclusion and Diversity, Danone; 

• Emily Graham, Chief Equity and Impact Officer, Omnicom;  

• Faye Raincock, Global Head of PR & Communications, Havas, and spokesperson of EACA’s DEI Task Force; 

• Sharon Lloyd Barnes, Commercial Director, Advertising Association and initiative lead, UK All In Census; 

• Gareth Rees, Head of CX Partnership Services, Insights Division, Kantar. 
 

11am New York | 4pm  London | Other time zones 

REGISTER HERE *open to ALL your members 

https://world-federation-of-advertisers.procurios.cloud/l/library/download/urn:uuid:ba4f6055-5f80-4f68-96f9-6110adafb84b/wfa+webinar+recordings_2021.pdf?format=save_to_disk
https://wfanet.org/leadership/census/about
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=Launch+event%3A+Diversity+and+Inclusion+in+Marketing+-+A+Trends+Report&iso=20211209T17&p1=48&ah=1
https://wfanet.org/events/item/3570/launch-event-diversity-and-inclusion-in-marketing-trends-report

